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Given recent market volatility, we are seeing some funds in the hardest hit sectors start to pivot
and employ capital reduction measures or a change in investment strategy to weather the
crisis. We are seeing this firsthand in the form of LPA amendments and requested consents as
subscription facility lenders are required to review and approve material LPA amendments.
This, of course, includes any change that has the effect of reducing or delaying the calling of
investor uncalled capital.
It seems that fund managers are becoming increasingly creative with strategy to pivot toward
better opportunities for investors. In some cases, newer funds with longer terms remaining on
investment periods are tweaking investment guidelines or concentration limits at the fringes to
permit deployment of capital into more sought-after asset classes with attractive valuations
unforeseen at the time of the fund’s inception. Investors have been receptive – promptly
approving such amendments to investment strategy.
At the other end of the spectrum, we are seeing some late-stage funds that have reached or
will soon reach the end of their respective investment periods institute capital commitment
reductions on a pro rata basis. Obviously, this reduces collateral and may have a material
impact on borrowing base availability, and so lenders are playing close attention. But is it cause
for concern?
The handful of reductions we are seeing are centering around a threshold of 10% of total
remaining capital commitments. For those who argue that such reductions are in light of a
perceived liquidity strain on investors and are intended to appease them by reducing capital call
exposure, I’d like to proffer a different rationale: fund managers are finding ways to allocate this
capital to more opportunistic strategies. Many investors have been starving for more
opportunity. Lenders will be the beneficiary of the new fund financings.
Yes, things have been unforeseen and shaky – look no further than oil going negative and
nearly 30 million workers filing for unemployment in the U.S. over the past few weeks as a
guide. This explains why many of the older funds employing such reductions are in the energy
or real estate/hospitality sectors. There is less need and opportunity for new investment but still
a need to maintain the existing portfolio. These reductions, however, are less indicative of a
cash crunch and more the consequence of a strategic initiative – put the money where there is
money to be made. The denominator effect is waning – the stock market has recovered more
than half of its losses since the early days of the pandemic. Distributions, meanwhile, while
declining in frequency, have not completely disappeared. Many fund managers are holding for
cash reserves or reinvesting in near-term funding needs without the need to call down mass
amounts of capital from investors’ pockets. Reductions are also nothing new. We saw them in

’08-’09, too. These were more dire and typically in the range of 20-25% of uncalled capital (and
sometimes even up to a third of total capital).
Here, I think this is capital being reallocated into distressed, special situations and other more
near-term investment opportunities. And while these “reductions” remain quite rare and
represent only a tiny fraction of the overall percentage of the whole facility market, new funds
brought to market and fundraising trends in the coming months will tell a story. I fully expect
overall fundraising will be down at least through the end of the year, but proven and savvy
managers will still find opportunities to raise (or reallocate) capital. It looked almost certain that
2020 was going to continue the recent challenging environment of low returns as dry powder
piled up to an all-time high. Now, it will be interesting to see the pivot and results produced by
funds raised this year. Like a good wine vintage, the 2020 funds may benefit from their unique
climate conditions. Only time will tell.
At Cadwalader, we are still seeing a healthy dose of new funds and new facility origination. In
fact, six new deals have kicked off in the last week. I am reminded of a colleague who told me
four weeks ago that, by summer, we will have changed our business slogan to “Amendments ‘R
Us.” The giraffes have not taken over yet, my friend. We are still serving a full menu from home,
and that includes an expanded offering of “Extensions and Increases To Go.”
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While not everyone may be familiar with (or lived through) Black Monday, the Savings & Loan
Crisis, the Dot-Com Bubble or the Great Recession, it is impossible that anyone reading this
note could be unaware of the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on their social and economic
lives.
While I have lived through more of the above events than I care to admit, for business lawyers,
times like this cause three words to invariably rise from simple words on the page to real topics
of conversation, analysis and angst. Those three words are “Material Adverse Effect.” A full
analysis of the concept, what it is (and perhaps, more importantly, what it is not), and how and
when it can be successfully applied is well beyond the scope of this note. Nevertheless, an
overview of the use of the MAE concept in acquisition and loan transactions, a discussion of
recent developments and a brief roadmap for analysis hopefully is an achievable objective.
While Material Adverse Effect is the more common term used in syndicated loan agreements,
when discussing the concept, we tend to use the term “MAC” or “MAC Clause” (Material
Adverse Change). They are the same – an (almost painful) lesson learned as a “baby lawyer”
at my first closing. As the funding deadline loomed, an issue came up and seemingly everyone
in the conference room nervously started saying “well, what does the 'MAC' say?” Since my
participation at the closing could best be described as appreciated, just not required, I scoured
our loan agreement to try and be marginally helpful. I looked and looked – our document
definitely did not have a “MAC” – yep, no “MAC,” just a “MAE.” Thankfully, I chose not to share
my newfound (lack of) knowledge with the room of non-baby lawyers.
Is a MAE the same as a Force Majeure? The simple answer is no. Force Majeure clauses
generally allow for parties to a contract to be excused from performance or entitled to suspend
or extend the time of performance as a result of some “outside” event (generally, “Acts of
God”), with the key being, the obligations resume once the event has been remedied or
overcome – sort of a “pause button” for performance. Frustration of Contract is often part of a
discussion of Force Majeure.
MAE clauses generally contemplate a change in circumstances that impacts the economic
value of a transaction or the situation of a seller or borrower, with the key being, the buyer or
lender may terminate a transaction because of the event – it’s not a “pause button” but a “stop”
or “eject” (for those of the cassette era) button.
So how and when is the MAE concept applied? In general, there are two groupings. The first is
the MAE used in the context of a merger or acquisition transaction. In this space, the MAE has
a similar effect/goal as the Force Majeure – to excuse the consummation of the transaction. For

finance lawyers, it is important to note that the MAE in this context can have a loan agreement
impact, since in the acquisition financing context a lender’s “committed financing” to a buyer will
often be subject to the MAE formulation and application defined in the acquisition agreement.
Stated differently, the ability of a lender to back out of a committed financing will be linked to
and limited by the buyer’s ability to back out of the transaction as a result of the MAE it has
negotiated.
The other grouping, and the primary focus of this note, is the business MAE used in loan
agreements. In this context, the lender may use the MAE as both a “stop” button and as a
“pause” button. I view the stop button as a pre-close tool, similar to an acquisition, in that the
lender does not want to close the transaction, and the pause button as a post-close tool, where
there is an existing loan agreement and a situation appears to have occurred where the lender
wants to pause a funding request.
As for the “stop button” at closing, since most every loan agreement requires the borrower to
make “clean representations” as a condition to closing, the existence of a MAE would almost
always be a block to closing. One practice point here is the relatively common request from
borrowers that certain scheduled material events be included as exceptions to the general “no
MAE” – often in the context of known litigation. The significance of this ask is often lost on the
various parties. First, “material” and a “MAE” are not the same thing, and the SEC standard for
materiality is not the same as a MAE. Further, whether a true MAE has occurred (an extremely
high bar, as discussed below) or a borrower simply wants a “material event” to be
acknowledged by the lender, the effect on the lender is the same. Any exception (even
something that started out as only “material” that ultimately escalates into a MAE-type problem)
will forever be grandfathered in as an exception to the MAE. The ultimate effect is that a lender
is not only agreeing to close into a potential MAE but also is agreeing to honor subsequent
draw requests, since that pre-closing “material event” (even if snowballed into a real MAE) will
forever be a non-MAE. The implication of this distinction hit home years ago on a loan
transaction to a public company. We were a day or two from closing when the front page of The
Wall Street Journal reported that our borrower was the subject of a qui tam action for false
billing, with the government seeking fines and penalties of up to $6 billion. While the syndicate
was aware of the qui tam case and the borrower did not view the action as a MAE during our
diligence process, the borrower was adamant that they needed to schedule the qui tam as an
exception to the litigation MAE. They understandably claimed, “How could it not? It certainly
was material; it was on the front page of The Wall Street Journal and the government was
asking for $6 billion.” Once the initial surprise wore off, the lenders asked the borrower if they
“could reasonably expect a MAE” to occur as a result of the action. If that were the case,
clearly, the lenders would not close a loan agreement into a known MAE – whether the lenders
or the readers of The Wall Street Journal were aware of the action or not. While the borrower
explained that a $6 billion fine would likely be a MAE, they did not reasonably expect the action
to cost them $6 billion, but instead estimated their potential exposure to be $25-$100 million (an
amount that would not be a MAE to that borrower). The result was no MAE was scheduled, and
6 years later (2 years after our facility went away) the borrower settled with the government for
approximately $25 million.
As for the “pause button,” this is the most likely situation for a finance lawyer to face –
seemingly always in the context of a frantic call from the lender saying their borrower wants to
borrow but has recently reported a negative event or the lender suspects that an event of

default has or will likely occur in the near future. The MAE here is when a lender is looking for a
“hook” to pause a funding request. Before it can be used, of course, a lender and counsel not
only need to understand what it means (not a simple task), but also weigh potential lender
liability ramifications of improperly using the MAE if it is the only potential hook to pause a
funding.
What a MAE means could be a book or a really short note – each of which arguably has the
same amount of value to the practitioner, since murky, subjective and vague are only a few of
the adjectives that can be applied to the analysis of what is a MAE. As stated, while still murky,
this is where lending lawyers can look at the much more extensive acquisition MAE law for
some guidance – most of which is from the Delaware courts.
Since the first word of the MAE acronym is “Material,” it should not be surprising that the
biggest question is, what is “material” – i.e., what is the magnitude of the situation, how bad is
it? I have purposely not discussed the actual MAE definition, since, while not universal, most
definitions bear significant similarities, with the usual points of negotiation. Unfortunately,
virtually all MAE definitions similarly fail to provide any clear, objective formulation for what is or
is not “material adverse effect” – none of them say, for example, a more than 25% decline in
net revenue over a period of more than three fiscal quarters is a MAE or losing more than two
of a borrower’s top five contracts equals a MAE.
Delaware courts, in the context of an acquisition agreement, have established the following
interpretation of materiality:
A material adverse effect is “an unexpected event or series of events that threatens a
business’s overall earnings ‘in a durationally-significant manner.’” 3M Co. v. Neology, Inc., NO.:
N18C-07-089 AML CCLD, 2019 Del. Super. LEXIS 312, at *30–31 (Del. Sup. Ct. June 28,
2019). That said, “[whether a material adverse effect exists ultimately is a factual issue[.]” Id.
Despite Black Monday, the Savings & Loan Crisis, the Dot-Com Bubble and the Great
Recession, no Delaware court has found the existence of a MAE – that is, until this past
October.
For the first time ever, the Delaware Chancery Court in Akorn, Inc. v. Fresenius Kabi AG, No.
2018-0300-JTL, 2018 Del. Ch. LEXIS 325, *123-24 (Del. Ch. Ct. Oct. 1, 2018), found that
Fresenius properly terminated the merger agreement because, among other things: Akorn had
sustained a material and durationally significant change in its financial performance that
resulted in a MAE.
Are the flood gates now open? Do buyers and lenders now have clear guidance? The answer
is likely “no” and “no,” but some guidance is better than no guidance. While no objective criteria
came out of the case, there is value in noting the factors the court focused on while analyzing
both materiality and durational significance. In establishing the magnitude of the change, the
court relied heavily on financial indicators and historical trends. The court evaluated various
financial metrics, including revenue, operating income, and EPS on a quarterly and annual
basis to control for the impact of seasonality in Akorn's business. The court found that in each
case, Akorn performed significantly worse than it had not only in relation to the previous year
but also against expectations – e.g., Akorn's 2017 operating income showed a 105 percent

decline over 2016 operating income, which was a departure from Akorn's historical trend of
consistent growth from 2012 through 2016.
With respect to durational significance, the court noted that Akorn's continued poor financial
performance had lasted well over a year at the time the trial took place in July 2018. The court
also cited Akorn management's reasons for poor performance as indications that such changes
were durationally significant and not merely short-term hiccups. Specifically, the court referred
to unforeseen competition with Akorn's top products and the loss of a key contract as evidence
of the lasting impact on the business. In addition, while the court found some downturn in
Akorn's peers' performance, Akorn's poor performance was significantly disproportionate to its
peers.
As for the “flood gate” now being open, in the first case since Akorn v. Fresenius, the Delaware
Court of Chancery ordered Boston Scientific Corporation to complete its acquisition of Channel
Medsystems and emphatically reaffirmed the high bar facing a party seeking to terminate an
agreement as a result of a MAE. Using the same quantitative and qualitative factors as prior
decisions, the court found that “a mere risk of a MAE cannot be enough” and “[t]he important
consideration… is whether there has been an adverse change in the target’s business that is
consequential to the company’s long-term earning power over a reasonable period, which one
would expect to be measured in years, rather than months” (quoting Akorn).
Bringing the question back to today, there is clearly still no bright-line test to establish whether
the effect of COVID-19 will be a MAE. Based on the above, however, it does seem safe to say
there are a few takeaways. First, as to materiality, one needs to look at quantitative and
qualitative factors, including whether the seller/borrower has been disproportionately affected
versus its peers. With respect to COVID-19, it seems as though the courts could say that as the
water level is lowering for everyone, there is no unique materiality.
Second, and perhaps most perplexing, is the question of durational significance as to COVID19. While Black Monday, the Savings & Loan Crisis, the Dot-Com Bubble and the Great
Recession all had their ultimate “cliff moment,” from a cause-and-effect perspective, one would
be hard-pressed to say that the cause of those problems and their ultimate effect on the
general economy and specific businesses could compare in any way to the speed and severity
with which COVID-19 has impacted businesses. The point being, with respect to durational
significance, which way does the analysis of the court in Akorn (and its lineage) cut?
In Akorn, the court stated that it was not simply a short-term hiccup. Does that mean a court will
say that while the COVOD-19 impact has been severe, at this point in time, not even one full
fiscal quarter has passed. As a result, it is still a “hiccup” and its effects on any particular
business have not been durationally significant. Further, while the length of the pandemic is
uncertain, unlike the other events discussed, there is a single cause of the issue with COVID19 and arguably a single solution such that the issue could go away almost as quickly as it
appeared and, thus, it is not likely to “persist significantly into the future.” Hexion Specialty
Chems., Inc. v. Huntsman Corp., 965 A.2d 715, 738 (Del.Ch. Ct. 2008).
While a MAE analysis is always going to be fact-specific and while there is no bright-line test, it
would be incorrect to say that a MAE is purely subjective. The existing case law does outline
what the two hurdles are to establish a MAE: a problem that (i) has a significant negative
magnitude and (ii) is durationally significant. Whether COVID-19 is that event will still hinge on

its effect on a business (possibly against its peers) and how long it persists. My question is
whether a future court looking at COVID-19 would continue to apply the two tests
independently, or seek to balance the two tests in a single formula by softening the durational
significance prong and giving more weight to the materiality prong in light of the generationally
severe impact that COVID-19 has had on businesses.
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update of what National Australia Bank is seeing in the fund finance markets. She also
discusses her recent LinkedIn post on the human tragedy surrounding us all from the COVID19 virus, along with the great hope, resilience and leadership she sees emerging from the
difficult circumstances.
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Our team was supposed to have an offsite on Wednesday of this week. I was looking forward
to going to the Wells Fargo PGA Championship Thursday with friends. My wife had concert
tickets for tonight. And I had plans to take my dad and dad-in-law fishing today. Despite none of
that happening, the last week of April was incredibly active for most all of us. Below is a short
update on my recent observations from our markets along with some other gratuitous
commentary as we enter May 2020.
FFA Working Group Update Call. Nick Mitra has done an excellent job forming a group of the
largest FFA sponsors and leading bi-weekly market update calls. He hosted another call with
terrific turnout on Wednesday of this week. The credit performance in our market remains very
positive. No institutional investor delinquencies were reported by any of the lenders that
participated on the call. The sentiment on the call to me seemed very favorable. Things are
steady; there was not a lot of new information that participants had to contribute. Our market
has adapted to the new normal, is performing well and largely as expected. People are very
optimistic that our transaction structures are going to prove sustainable through the disruption.
Compared to so many businesses, we have been very fortunate.
Deal Flow and Activity Levels. There has been a lot of talk in the market (and I expect more to
be forthcoming in the press) about banks pulling back from new subscription facility
originations. It is certainly true that some banks are more focused on their existing clients and
portfolios right now. Credit terms have tightened for some banks, making certain transactions
outside of their revised credit box. And, not surprisingly, internal reporting requests to keep risk,
credit and senior management informed about the business are also occupying origination
team time. But some of the “closed for new business” chatter feels a bit overblown to us. We
have new transactions going with a broad cross-section of banks. There still feels to us like
there is plenty of supply in the market for experienced managers seeking subscription
financing. In fact, our April data analysis proved surprisingly robust. Our April new matters
opened and our overall hours accrued substantially exceeded our rolling 12-month average.
Interestingly, the positive data was not front-loaded in the month either. The last week of April
was the month’s high-water mark in all categories, accelerating as we enter May. Our forward
indicators look promising as well: We reviewed more LPAs and accrued more prospective
hours in April than our rolling 12-month average, with the last week again being the busiest
week of the month. Thus, while we do expect things to slow as we get further into the summer,
we are cautiously optimistic around prospective deal volumes as we enter May.
The Macro. There has been a lot to keep up with. Bank earnings and analyst calls, Jerome
Powell’s remarks after the FOMC meeting on Wednesday, another 3.8 million filed
unemployment claims yesterday (bringing the total during the disruption to nearly 30 million

Americans), and a public equities market that seems wholly disconnected from any data-driven
decision-making whatsoever. I mean, really, corporate earnings growth outlook is exactly the
same as it was last summer??? Crazy. But on the positive, the massive April gains have toned
down a bit of the denominator effect conversation. While I have disagreed with Jerome Powell
in the past, I think he is doing a terrific job under the circumstances, and I’m glad his steady
hands are on the monetary policy wheel. I do wonder, however, how much money printing can
go on without inflationary impact. On the fiscal side, many bankers are working around the
clock to disburse PPP loans. While not the same as healthcare front-line workers, these
bankers are working extremely hard to help small businesses maintain payroll and certainly
deserve more recognition and appreciation than the mainstream media has provided.
United Way. The United Way of the Central Carolinas hosted a COVID-19 needs update
webinar last night. They are doing a great job. They have raised $17+ million for their virus
relief fund and have gotten a ton of grants out to various community non-profits. Laura Clark is
an impressive leader, and we are lucky to have her during this difficult stretch. I hope to twist
her arm to visit with us for a podcast later in the summer.
My Puppy Chase. My wife Maria and my puppy Chase have continued their epic quarantine
feud into week eight. Chase got into the mud this week, leading to a long stretch in timeout. He
did feel bad about it.
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PEI this week published an article looking into the Los Angeles City Employees’ Retirement
System capital call liquidity management. Per the article, LACERS is doing great. According to
Rod June, the CIO of LACERS, the capital calls have nearly doubled because funds are both
seizing opportunities to invest at lower valuations and calling capital to repay subscription lines
of credit that are being drawn down to access capital for their portfolio companies. LACERS
has increased its cash allocation to provide liquidity for paying benefits and funding the
increased calls and, like most LPs, the pension is confident that it will continue to be able to
fund the increased capital calls. The article is available here.

